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Hybrid Load Pull & Behavior Modeling with ZVA
Hybrid active Load Pull combines the benefits of both
passive and active Load Pull techniques in one setup. Active Load Pull is the only method that allows
reaching the low internal impedance of power transistors, especially on wafer and at very high frequencies.
The system relies on the basic concept of using a passive
electromechanical tuner as a prematch to get closer to
the device’s conjugate output impedance, then complementing with active injection, the system can tune impedances anywhere in the Smith chart and beyond ( ≥ 1).
The measurements themselves are “travelling wave” based,
performed using a Rohde and Schwarz ZVA. With the introduction of prematching tuners, the feedback injection
signal power remains close to the DUT output power not

only at the fundamental frequency but at the very important
harmonic frequencies, whereas in pure active systems, the
power amplifier has to produce very high power (up to 20
times the DUT power) to compensate for the strong mismatch between the impedance of the feedback injection
amplifier (50Ω) and the DUT internal impedance (0.5 - 1Ω).
R&S’® ZVA hardware platform with up to four independent signal sources and two independent receivers
per test port is ideal for not only fundamental, but hybrid harmonic load pull. The ZVA’s architechture leverages Focus’ all in one MPT for simple and scalable advanced load pull setups. It also allows the user to easily
add a phase reference for accurate time domain measurements as well a robust behavior model generation.
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Wideband Noise Parameter Extraction with ZVA
A new and smart method enables the extraction of the
four noise parameters of an active device with a Rohde &
Schwarz vector network analyzer. The rather simple and
straight forward approach does not require a calibrated
noise source with a given ENR (Excess Noise Ratio). Instead, the technique uses the CW signal from the VNA
source. Using different detectors it measures the ‘signal’
respectively and the ‘signal + noise’ output power of the

DUT. Combined with a Focus wideband fundamental tuner and advanced characterization software, the user can
extract the four noise parameters in a single sweep.
Due to the simple setup the method allows for the measuring of the noise figure and S-parameters of the DUT in
parallel using a single connection. That way a full characterization is possible without reconnecting the device.
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Pulsed IV and Compact Modeling with ZNB
The analyzers of the R&S® ZNB family combine wide
dynamic range, excellent raw data, high temperature
stability and fast synthesizers previously found only in
high-end network analyzers. This makes the instrument
ideally suited for applications like pulse-IV which require
many broadband high dynamic range measurements.

Focus has partnered with MC2-Technologies, an industry
leader in advanced compact modeling. This integrated
system allows complete DC and RF characterization,
extraction and modeling of a semiconductor device
like GaAs or GaN HEMT. The generated model can
predict both linear and non-linear performance of
components or circuits like mixers or power amplifiers.
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